






Real Robots

t hen surveying robotics technology, it's important to remember

that military applications drive research in high-tech fields. Few

people took robotics (Asimov coined the word) seriously until

the 19405, when the military enlisted the help of scientists to

improve World War II weaponry. Then, with the 1948 publication of

Cybernetics by MIT professor Norbert Wiener, a new science emerged. So did

anew generation of enthusiasts.

Throughout the 19405 and most of the '505, military applications were

about the only aspects of robotics technology being explored. Then, in the late

'505, two far-sighted entrepreneurs teamed up to develop and build the first

industrial robots.

As a child inventor, George C. Devol, Jr.,

built and ran an electric generating plant for

his school. Later, in 1954, he filed a patent for

what he called a Program Controlled Article

Transfer-the first mechanical device that

could be programmed to carry out a variety of

jobs in factories. As is so often the case. con-

vincingthe public of the value ofDevol's work

wasn't easy. But his luck changed one evening

at a cocktail party in Connecticut. There he

met Joseph F. Engelberger, an aerospace engi-

neer who had been fascinated by robotics

since reading his first Asimov story.

Devol told Engelberger about his program-

mable mechanical arm. Engelberger realized

with surprise and delight that what he was

hearing about was a robot! ., .
Id. d ' kif I d Apogee Robotics AGVS factory worker. Big and bulky, but
tIn t ta e ong or Devo an it doesn't have to worry about back injury.

Engelberger to found Unimation, Inc., and

build their first robot, called the Unimate. By the mid-1960s, after tirelessly

marketing its product to American

companies, Unimation

found a cus-

tomer in General Motors. Robotics finally penetrated the industrial market.

Soon, Engelberger was invited to Japan to tell engineers of Unimation's

work. His reception there differed markedly from that received at home. In

the United States, he had grown accustomed to speaking to only 10 or 15 peo-

ple at a time. In Japan, 700 enthusiastic engineers came to his first lecture.

Shortly after, Unimation licensed Kawasaki Heavy Industries to build and

market Unimate robots in Japan. The Japanese took industrial robotics to

heart in a big way.

Position Wanted: Robot

During the 1980s, Japan led the world in the number of robots manufactured,

sold and used. Since the early success ofUnimation, the United States watched

many other robotics firms step into this extraordinary field, but few survived

the ups and downs of the domestic industrial
! market.

James Jones of Apogee Robotics in Fort

Collins, Colo., builds Automatic Guided

Vehicle Systems (AGVS, or "AGVees" as Jones
I calls them). Typically, these are computer-

controlled, driverless vehicles that move

around factory floors picking up and loading

boxes or parts. Jones provides a perspective on

the use of AGVS in the United States: "In 1990,

there were 500 AGVS sold to United States

companies. In Europe, 3,000 were sold; in Asia,

5,000. That gives you a good picture of where

America stands in the use of these products.

And it's a shame because we could substantial-

Iy reduce the costs of manufacturing products

and substantially enhance the quality by

applying robotics."

Why has robotics gone astray in a country

that likes to think of itself as a leader in high-tech world markets?

According to Jones, it's a complicated issue. "There's been a

real problem with the way American manufacturers have

implemented their automation. They've done it without a

lot of experience, and they've had a lot of horror stories as a

result," says Jones. He also believes Asians and

Europeans have been more far-sighted in their

expectations, allowing a longer time for their invest-

ment in robotics to payoff Americans, on the other

hand, expect to recoup such investments in only

one or two years.

Though 1990 was a good year for

Apogee, sales

for 1991 and the first part of '92 dipped sharply in

response to a weak United States economy. Jones

remains optimistic, however: "I think people are becom-

ing more educated about robotics applications." He says

that tax credits for industrial capital improvements

would help the robotics industry a great deal.

Robotics misgiving: Will our creations
invade our space as Gort attempted in
The Day the Earth Stood Stim
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Our current generation of space-age robots
aren't as conversant or as flexible as the humor-
ous C3PO (above) but, like him, present-day,
deep-space robots are the eyes and ears of their
masters. One of the greatest uses of robotics in
the United States is in the study and exploration
of space. Robots like Pioneer or the two Voyager
spacecraft have taken our eyes, ears and brains
billions of miles beyond our solar system. These
sophisticated robots give us ciose-up views of
the other heavenly bodies in our solar system.
Robotic vehicles like Surveyor (below), pho-
tographed here by Alan Bean during the 1969
Apollo 12 mission, preceded astronauts by years
to the surface of the Moon and placed our cam-
eras and instruments on the high plains of Venus
and Mars.

Left: As on Earth, in space humans rely on robots
to assist in tasks either too complicated or dan-
gerous to be performed by humans. Here the
Spar Aerospace Mobile Servicing System, or MSS
(a complement to the FTS), assists astronauts on
the United States' permanent space station
Freedom (set for launch in late 199 S) to repair,
deploy or move equipment around Freedom's
structure. This robotic platform will help in the
assembly of Freedom and its instruments.

One application of AGVS that Apogee pioneered in 1989 garnered plenty ofinterest. Apogee installed a

stainless steel, bullet-proof AGVS at the jail in Santa Rita, Calif This system delivers ll,OOO meals a day to

the inmates. It also picks up and delivers their laundry. Jones describes his robots as robust. They splash

through mud puddles, endure harsh weather and environments and have survived earthquakes.

Jones says that public acceptance of robots in certain roles has a long way to go. "For exchanging goods,

even vending machines don't do very well in the United States because of vandalism and lack of public

acceptance. But any task like transport, service or cleaning is a good use for robotics." He adds that most

of his customers justify robot purchases as liability reduction, letting robots take the place ofhuman work-

ers in dangerous situations.

[opinIJ IIJith Ha2ardous EnuironmEnts

Space exploration is the most exotic application for robots today. The blind industrial automatons of

the 1960s and '70s evolved into sensor-laden helpmates that can playa piano, sell compact disks in a shop-

ping mall, or help build structures in space.

Working from a fortress-like substation that was one of Thomas Edison's first power plants in New York

City, Honeybee Robotics developed the end effectors- "hands" and "feet" -of the first anthropo-

morphic space robot. Called the Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FfS), the robot was designed to

help astronauts build and maintain the space station Freedom. Unfortunately, Congress cut the

FTS project from the space station's budget and, though the company continues to do research

for NASA, Honeybee returned its attention to earth-bound applications.

"We won a competition sponsored by a consortium of utility plants in New York state," says Honeybee's

Chris Chapman. "This was to develop an automated system that would work underwater combating the

zebra mussel infestation in power plants along the Great Lakes and East Coast." Zebra mussels live in

large colonies and can block water intake pipes at the power plants. Chapman says that Honeybee's

approach involves three machines: an inspection device that uses video and sonar to examine the concrete

forebays and tunnels of the intake systems, a "bottom feeder" that vacuums sediment, and a "wall scraper"

that uses mechanical devices or high-pressure water to scour mussels from chamber and tunnel walls.~
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Another market area Honeybee tapped into is clean-room automation.

"We are doing a lot of wafer processing and handling for IBM," says

Chapman. The quality assurance and documentation standards Honeybee

uses on NASA projects serve other customers as well. "The standards are

very stringent," he says.

Like many other small robotics firms, Honeybee searches out new

applications for robotics technology, other than manufacturing and the

military. One quest resulted in the robot bartender. Roboticists dream of

building the home robot, the ultimate service automaton-something like

"The ]etsons"' Rosie. The drawback to making service robots is cost. The

technology exists, but it's expensive to develop a robot that can function

in an unstructured environment. Honeybee can build a robot that picks

up clothes, does the laundry, cleans up the kids' rooms, vacuums, dusts

and washes the dishes. The cost to build this Rosie?-$10 million!

Honeybee has been searching for affordable service robot applications.

"We looked around and said, 'What's out there in the service sector that

has a structured environment?' Not too many places actually," says

Honeybee's Steve Gorevan. "But a bar is an interesting example of an

almost uniquely structured environment." Many bars have precisely-locat-

ed cavities for bottles, ice machines and soda dispensers, Honeybee was

able to design an extremely economical robotic bartending system.

Gorevan regards RoboTender as a small but important step in moving

robotics into the service arena. The prototype has already been rented for

several social functions, including one aboard the aircraft carrier USS

Intrepid. The response? "Terrific," says Gorevan. "But it's hard to gauge if

that response is just from the shock!"

Ele[tro-rne[hani[al Rides

K.G. Engelhardt, past director of the Center for Human Service Robotics

at Camegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh has worked on service robotics

applications for nearly a decade. By any standard, she has made phenome-

nal progress.

Engelhardt and her associates explored and produced some fascinating

applications: voice-controlled mobile robots help teach preschoolers how

to read a map and find their way through amaze; a robot kitchen enables

people, such as the elderly and handicapped, to maintain their indepen-

dence and their homes; there's even a robot that makes pizzas.

"A lot of our work is designed to address some of the problems of the

disabled," says Engelhardt. "The pizza-making robot was designed to

assist human operators become entrepreneurs by owning and running

pizza franchises." Engelhardt and her staff
, , designed a system in which the robot works

, .~ 1 in a semicircular workstation. There, it

I) easily moves the pizza from dough
~ preparation to toppings to oven.

Humans take the orders and

\ interact with cus-

"
-

L

Top: Honeybee's RoboTender-just imag-
ine how quickly a round for the house could
be supplied.

Middle: Technology developed by the Center
for Human Service Robotics expands mobility
and job possibilities for the disabled.

Right: This may look like a fancy sandbox toy;
in truth it's an autonomous roving geological
fact finder created by the Russians for a joint
russian/United States/ European mission to
Mars set to launch in November '96.
Designed specifically to gather and evalu-
ate the Martian surface and atmos-
phere at a top speed of 100
meters per hour, it's expected
to traverse about SO kilome-
ters during its one-year mis-
sion. The test shown
here demonstrates
its ability to tack-
le almost any
obstacle.
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i\l:coraing to Engelhardt, the unemploy-
ment rate for people with severe disabilities

(like those with spinal cord or head

injuries) runs between 95 and 98 percent.
' While acting as a service director for a
I health-care organization, Engelhardt saw

firsthand the many needs of the severely

disabled. It was a potent dose of reality.

"The need is critical," Engelhardt says.

"When you know there is technology avail-

able to alleviate or solve some of the prob-

lems of people with disabilities, you work a

little harder and faster to realize your goals."
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